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Abstrat
Systems with time delay play an important role in modeling of many physial and biologial
proesses. In this paper we desribe generi properties of systems with time delay, whih are
related to the appearane and stability of periodi solutions. In partiular, we show that delay
systems generially have families of periodi solutions, whih are reappearing for innitely many
delay times. As delay inreases, the solution families overlap leading to inreasing oexistene of
multiple stable as well as unstable solutions. We also onsider stability issue of periodi solutions
with large delay by explaining asymptoti properties of the spetrum of harateristi multipliers.
We show that the spetrum of multipliers an be splitted into two parts: pseudo-ontinuous and
strongly unstable. The pseudo-ontinuous part of the spetrum mediates destabilization of periodi
solutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamial behavior of various physial and biologial systems under the inuene
of delayed feedbak or oupling an be modeled by inluding terms with delayed arguments
in the equations of motion. When the delay beomes longer than the other harateristi
timesales of the system, a ompliated and high-dimensional dynamis an appear [1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6℄. The analysis and ontrol of suh dynamial regimes is important for many appliations
inluding lasers with optial feedbak or oupling [5, 7, 8℄, neural ativity ontrol [9, 10℄,
and many others [11℄. For instane, the following ompliated regimes have been observed
in lasers with delayed feedbak: low-frequeny utuations [12℄, regular pulse pakages [13℄,
oherene ollapse, just to mention a few.
One of the fundamental question in the analysis of systems with delay onerns properties
of periodi solutions. Periodi solutions of any dynamial system, inluding also systems
with delay, are important parts of the dynamis. When suh solutions are stable, they
an be diretly observed experimentally or numerially. In the ase, when suh solutions are
unstable, they play an important role, e.g. by determining of a set of admissible initial values
to be attrated to some stable steady state (basin boundary), or by forming fundamental
bloks of a haoti attrator [14, 15℄. Finally, unstable as well as stable periodi solutions
an play an important role in mediating any kind of soft or hard transitions as some ontrol
parameters are varied.
This paper is devoted to the study of generi properties of periodi solutions in systems
with a onstant time delay
x′(t) = f(x(t), x(t− τ)), (1)
where x ∈ Rn and τ > 0 is the time delay. Sine we investigate the inuene of the
delay, we assume τ to be our ontrol parameter. Delay has been used as a parameter in
various appliations: haoti systems with feedbak [16, 17℄, network motifs [18, 19℄, large
networks or arrays of osillators with delayed oupling [20, 21, 22, 23℄, mehanial systems
[24, 25, 26, 27℄, laser systems with feedbak [28℄ and oupling [29℄, oupled neurons [30, 31℄,
hemial osillators [32℄, delayed feedbak ontrol [8, 10, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40℄. We
believe that our results are appliable to the all above mentioned ases as well as to many
others, whih inlude time delay as a ontrollable parameter.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Setion II starts by showing that periodi solutions
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in system (1) are forming branhes with respet to the ontrol parameter τ . These branhes
are reappearing innitely many times for dierent delay values. As the delay inreases,
the solution branhes overlap leading to inreasing oexistene of multiple stable as well
as unstable periodi solutions. The number of oexisting solutions is shown to be linearly
proportional to the delay time. Further in Setion III, we onsider stability properties of
periodi solutions for systems with large delay by explaining asymptoti properties of the
spetrum of their harateristi multipliers. The spetrum of multipliers an be splitted into
two parts: pseudo-ontinuous and strongly unstable. Suh situation is similarl to the ase of
steady states in delay systems with large delay [3, 41, 42℄. The pseudo-ontinuous spetrum
mediates bifurations of periodi solutions for systems with large delay. Setions IV and V
disuss some impliations of the existene of pseudo-ontinuous spetrum and possibility for
its numerial omputation.
The obtained results provide a better understanding of mehanisms behind the growing
multistability and dynami omplexity in systems with delay. In partiular, we show that
oexistene of multiple stable (as well as unstable) periodi solutions is a natural feature
of delay systems. The growing eetive dimension of dynamis with the growing delay is
supported by the fat that the dimensionality of unstable manifolds of periodi solutions
also grows linearly with delay. Our results will be illustrated using Dung osillator with
delay
x′′(t) + dx′(t) + ax(t) + x3(t) + b (x(t)− x(t− τ)) = 0, (2)
where x(t) is a real variable, and Stuart-Landau osillator with delayed feedbak
z′(t) = (α + iβ)z(t)− z(t)|z(t)|2 + κz(t − τ), (3)
where z(t) is a omplex variable.
II. REAPPEARANCE OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS AND BRANCHES
In this setion we show that periodi solutions of system (1) reappear innitely many
times for dierent and well speied values of delay τ . We will also show that suh solu-
tions typially form branhes, whih an be mapped one onto another by some similarity
transformation.
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Figure 1: Reappearane of a periodi solution x0(t) for the delays τn = τ0 + nT0, n = 1, 2, 3, . . ..
T0 is the period of x0(t).
A. Reappearane of periodi solutions
Let us onsider system (1), whih possesses a periodi solution x0(t) for a time delay
τ = τ0. Let T0 be the period of this solution. Then it is easy to hek that the same periodi
solution exists in system (1) with time delay τ1 = τ0 + T0. Indeed, substituting x0(t) into
(1) we obtain
x′
0
(t) = f(x0(t), x0(t− τ1)) = f(x0(t), x0(t− τ0 − T0))
= f(x0(t), x0(t− τ0)),
where the periodiity of x0(t) is taken into aount. Similarly, the solution x0(t) reappears
for all values τn = τ0 + nT0, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . of the delay; see Fig. 1.
B. Reappearane of branhes of periodi solutions
A periodi solution x0(t) an be generially ontinued to a branh of periodi solutions
x0(t; τ) with respet to the parameter τ , at least in some neighborhood of τ0. Denote T (τ)
to be the period of these solutions along the branh. Sine eah individual periodi solution
reappears for every delay time τ+nT (τ), the whole branh will appear innitely many times
as well; see Fig. 1. It is naturally to introdue the notion of primary branh, whih satises
τ < T (τ). For onveniene, let us parametrize the primary branh using the parameter l,
whih oinides with the delay on this branh x0(t; l) := x0(t; τ). A solution x0(t; l), whih
orresponds to some parameter value l, will appear again on the n-th branh at time delay
τ(n, l) = l + nT (l); see Fig. 1. Thus, we obtain the representation of the n-th branh
xn(t; τ(n, l)) = xn(t; l + nT (l)) = x0(t; l). (4)
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Figure 2: Branhes of periodi solutions for Dung osillator. Left panel shows the amplitude
of the solutions versus time delay, right panel shows dependene of the period along the branh.
Parameter values: (a,b) a = 0.5, b = 0.6, d = 0.06; (,d) a = 1.38, b = 0.4, d = 0.3. The rst three
branhes are plotted in blak and the rest in gray.
The orresponding mapping, whih maps delay times, is given as follows
l → τ(n, l) = l + nT (l). (5)
Examples of the above desribed branhes an be numerously found in the researh
literature [16, 19, 20, 22, 25, 32, 36, 43℄. Usually, these branhes an be found numerially.
A useful tools for nding suh branhes is the ontinuation software DDE-Biftool [44℄. In
fat, only the primary branh should be omputed while the others an be obtained using
the transformation (4).
For the model of Dung osillator (2), we have found two types of branhes, whih are
presented in Fig. 2. Other examples are given in Fig. 4. Note that due to the nontrivial
dependene of the period T (τ) along the branh (see the right panel of the gure), the
mapping (5) is not just a parallel shift. It has some more ompliated properties, whih will
be studied in the following subsetion.
C. Properties of the branhes
As we have seen, the primary branh of periodi solutions x0(t; l) is haraterized by a
period funtion along the branh T (l). Clearly, sine all other branhes onsist of the same
solutions, they have the same period dependene T (t). Via the mapping (5), the funtion
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T (l) determines uniquely how branhes reappear for larger delay times. Let us disuss main
properties of the map (5) and orresponding impliations.
Strething, squeezing.
Under the transformation (5) some parts of the branh will be strethed and some parts
squeezed. In partiular if ∣∣∣∣∣∂τ(n, l)∂l
∣∣∣∣∣ = |1 + nT ′(l)| > 1 (6)
then the orresponding part will be loally strethed. Here T ′(l) = dT (l)/dl is the derivative
of the period funtion. If the inverse inequality
∣∣∣∣∣∂τ(n, l)∂l
∣∣∣∣∣ = |1 + nT ′(l)| < 1 (7)
is satised, the orresponding branh parts will be loally squeezed. With the inreasing of
n (whih is equivalent to inreasing τ) almost all parts of the branhes will be strethed,
sine (6) will be satised. Hene, the branhes beome eventually wider and oupy larger
τ intervals. This leads to the growing overlapping of branhes and growing o-existene of
periodi solutions with inreasing τ . This eet is learly visible in Figs. 2(a) and 4.
Multistability.
Let us desribe the above mentioned phenomenon on a more quantitative level. We
will show that the number of oexistent periodi solutions grows linearly with τ and give
estimations for the orresponding oeient. Let us onsider the two possible ases:
CASE 1. The primary branh is onned to some interval of τ as in the ase shown in
Fig. 2(a-d). This means that the primary branh ranges from lmin till lmax (lmin an be zero).
CASE 2. The primary branh is bounded only from below, i.e. it ranges from lmin till
+∞; see an example in Fig. 4(a).
Consider the rst ase. Let us denote Tmax and Tmin to be the maximum and the minimum
of the period funtion T (l) on the interval lmin ≤ l ≤ lmax. If Tmax = ∞ then the problem
an be redued to the Case 2, sine the next branh x1(t; l+T (l)) = x0(t; l) will be strethed
up to τ =∞ by the mapping (5). Hene, Tmax and Tmin an be onsidered to be bounded. In
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Figure 3: Illustration to the derivation proedure of the formula for the number of overlapping
branhes at time delay τ . Shown is the delayed Dung osillator with parameter values a = 1.38,
b = 0.4, d = 0.3, see also Fig. 2(). The branhes k and m are shown in blak. More details are
given in text.
this ase, all other branhes are also bounded and exist for delay values τ(n, l) = l + nT (l),
lmin ≤ l ≤ lmin. In partiular, the n-th branh ranges from
τmin(n, l) = min
lmin≤l≤lmax
τ(n, l) = min
lmin≤l≤lmax
[l + nT (l)]
till
τmax(n, l) = max
lmin≤l≤lmax
τ(n, l) = max
lmin≤l≤lmax
[l + nT (l)] .
For large enough n, the minimal and maximal bounds of the branhes an be well approxi-
mated as follows
τmin(n, l) = nmin
[
l
n
+ T (l)
]
≈ nTmin, (8)
τmax(n, l) = nmax
[
l
n
+ T (l)
]
≈ nTmax (9)
up to the terms of order one. Let us now nd how many branhes are overlapping for some
suiently large delay value τ . It is lear that these branhes should satisfy the ondition
τmin(n, l) < τ < τmax(n, l).
Let m be the least number of the branh, whih exists at time delay τ and k be the
largest number, i.e.
τmax(m, l) ≈ τ and τmin(k, l) ≈ τ
up to terms of order one, see Fig. 3. Taking into aount (8) and (9), we obtain
mTmax ≈ kTmin ≈ τ,
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where the approximation sign means that the equality is satised up to the order one terms
(k and m are large). All branhes with numbers m < n < k exist at time delay τ , see Fig. 3.
Hene, the number of overlapping branhes an be estimated as follows
N ≈ k −m = k − k Tmin
Tmax
= k
Tmax − Tmin
Tmax
= κ1τ, (10)
where the oeient for this growth is given by
κ1 =
Tmax − Tmin
TmaxTmin
=
1
Tmin
− 1
Tmax
. (11)
Expression (10) gives also a lower estimation for the number of oexisting periodi solutions
of system (1). Indeed, if the branhes are folded like in Fig. 2(a) then one branh may lead
to more than one periodi solution for some delay values.
In a similar way, one an show that the number of oexisting branhes in CASE 2 an be
estimated as
N ≈ κ2τ = 1
Tmin
τ. (12)
Finally note that there may exist few primary branhes, whih annot be mapped one onto
another by the transformation (4). In this ase, eah branh will reappear with the inreasing
delay. The growth rate κ n this ase is given as a superposition of the orresponding rates.
Turning points on branhes.
The branhes may have turning points, whih orrespond to a fold bifuration for the
family of periodi solutions. The ondition for the branh n to have a turning point an be
written as follows
∂τ(n, l)
∂l
= 0
or, taking into aount (5)
1 + nT ′(l) = 0. (13)
Equation (13) an be rewritten as
T ′(l) = −1
n
. (14)
With the inresing of branh number n, the fold point tends to some asymptoti value,
whih is independent on n and given by the ondition T ′(l) = 0.
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D. Example: Stuart-Landau osillator with delay
In this paragraph we onsider the following system
z′(t) = (α + iβ)z(t)− z(t)|z(t)|2 + z(t− τ) (15)
with the instantaneous part as the normal form for an osillator lose to superritial
Andronov-Hopf bifuration. Suh system is alled sometimes Stuart-Landau osillator
[3, 45℄. The additional term z(t − τ) aounts for a delayed feedbak. Here z(t) is a
omplex variable, i.e. the system has essentially two omponents, whih an be hosen as
real and imaginary parts of z(t).
Due to symmetry properties of this system, some of its periodi solutions an be found
analytially in the form of rotating waves Aeiωt. Substituting this rotating wave into (15),
we obtain the equation
iω = (α + iβ)− A2 + e−iωτ ,
whih leads to the following expressions for the amplitude A and frequeny ω
A =
√
α + cosωτ. (16)
ω = β − sinωτ, (17)
For the purposes of this paper, let us rewrite (16) and (17) in terms of the amplitude A and
the period T = 2pi/ω:
A =
√
α+ cos
(
2pi
τ
T
)
. (18)
T =
2pi
β − sin
(
2pi τ
T
) , (19)
The expressions (18) and (19) are invariant under the hange τ → τ + nT , whih reets
the fat that solutions on dierent branhes are idential.
Although the period T (τ) along the branh is given in the impliit way by (19), one an
obtain an expliit parametri representation of the branhes with respet to T and τ . For
this, we introdue an additional parameter ψ = 2piτ/T . With the help of this parameter,
solutions of (19) an be written as follows
T (ψ) =
2pi
β − sinψ , (20)
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Figure 4: Branhes of periodi solutions for the Stuart-Landau osillator with delay, whih are given
analytially in (20)  (21); (a) β = 1; (b) β = 2.
τ(ψ) =
ψ + 2pin
β − sinψ . (21)
Now the branhes an be easily plotted by varying parameter ψ. For β = 1 the branhes
are unbounded, see Fig. 4(a), and for β = 2 they are bounded, see Fig. 4(b). Moreover, for
β = 2 neighboring branhes are onneted.
As it is expeted, the oexistene of multiple periodi solutions grows with the inreasing
of delay. The number of oexisting branhes an be estimated using (10) and (12) as
N ≈ 1
Tmin
τ =
β + 1
2pi
τ
in the ase 0 < β < 1 and
N ≈
(
1
Tmin
− 1
Tmax
)
τ =
τ
pi
for β > 1. Taking into aount folding of the branhes, the number of periodi solutions
grows twie as fast with the inreasing of the delay, i.e. with the rates (β +1)τ/pi and 2τ/pi
respetively.
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III. STABILITY OF THE REAPPEARING PERIODIC SOLUTIONS, LONG DE-
LAY ISSUES
A. Some elements of the stability theory for periodi solutions
Let us introdue neessary notations and shortly remind basi elements of the stability
theory [46℄ for periodi solutions of (1).
The linearization of (1) around some periodi solution p(t) with a period T has the
following form
ξ′(t) = A(t)ξ(t) +B(t)ξ(t− τ), (22)
where A(t) = D1f(p(t), p(t−τ)) and B(t) = D2f(p(t), p(t−τ)) are T - periodi matries n×n.
Here D1 and D2 denote partial derivatives with respet to the rst and the seond argument
respetively. Any solution of (22) with some initial funtion ϕ(t) an be represented as
x(t; s, ϕ) = Ψ(t; s)ϕ, where Ψ(t; s) is the evolution operator [46℄. The monodromy operator
is introdued as the evolution operator evaluated at the period
U = Ψ(T ; 0).
Stability of the periodi solution p(t) is determined by a ountable set of harateristi
multipliers [46, 47℄ µj, j = 1, 2, . . ., whih are dened by the spetrum of U . The orrespond-
ing harateristi exponents are given as λj =
1
T
Lnµj. A periodi solution is asymptotially
stable if all its multipliers have modulus less than one, or, equivalently, real parts of all har-
ateristi exponents are negative. A bifuration ours when a multiplier rosses unitary
irle as a parameter hange.
Pratially, harateristi multipliers and stability of a periodi solutions an be omputed
using DDE-Biftool software.
B. Stability of periodi solutions versus delay
Considering τ as the ontrol parameter, stability properties of periodi solutions hange
as τ is varied. In general, it is a hallenging problem to nd their stability, espeially for
larger τ . Figure 5 shows largest harateristi multipliers (with the largest modulus) for
a periodi solution of delayed Dung osillator (2) for dierent delay times. Even though
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Figure 5: Largest harateristi multipliers of a periodi solution of delayed Dung osillator for
dierent values of delay. Dierent gures orrespond to the same solution on dierent branhes:
(a) branh n = 2 (τ = 2.2); (b) n = 20 (τ = 23.7); () n = 80 (τ = 91.6), (d) n = 140 (τ = 159.5).
Other parameters are a = 0.5, b = 0.6, d = 0.06.
the solution is the same, its stability properties hange as one moves from one branh to
another. One an learly observe that more and more multipliers ome lose to the unitary
irle making the problem more and more degenerate and numerially sti for larger delay.
In the following we propose an analytial tehnique, whih overomes the appeared dif-
ulty and shows how to approximate the harateristi multipliers for larger delay values.
In partiular we show that the harateristi multipliers have similar properties to that of
the eigenvalues of stationary states for systems with large delay [3, 41, 42℄.
The linearization of equation (1) around the solution xn(t; τ) on n-th branh (this solution
oinides with x0(t; l)) at time-delay τ = l + nT (l) has the form
ξ′(t) = A(t; l)ξ(t) +B(t; l)ξ(t− τ), (23)
where
A(t; l) = D1f(x0(t; l), x0(t− l; l)), (24)
B(t; l) = D2f(x0(t; l), x0(t− l; l))
are T -periodi matries, whih depend only on funtion f and a shape of the solution
x0(t; l). It is important that A and B do not depend on the branh number n and the time
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delay τ , at whih the system is onsidered. This allows us to study stability properties of
periodi solutions asymptotially with τ → ∞. Namely, by inreasing τ (or, equivalently,
branh number n) we are atually jumping from one branh to another by keeping the
relative position l within the branh xed, see Fig. 1. As a result, we onsider the same
periodi solution x0(t; l), whih exists for dierent innitely inreasing delay values and
we study stability properties of this solution as τ inreases. In the following, we onsider
τ to be ontinuous parameter and then apply the obtained results to the ountable set
τ(n, l) = l + nT (l), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . of delay values.
C. Pseudo-ontinuous spetrum
Here we show that periodi solutions possess a family of harateristi multipliers, whih
have the following asymptoti representation
|µω| = 1 + 1
τ
γ(ω) +O
(
1
τ 2
)
(25)
with the inreasing of delay. Here ω is a parameter along the family. Using the analogy to
the spetrum of eigenvalues for stationary solutions [3, 41, 42℄, we will all suh spetrum
pseudo-ontinuous. Its main features are:
1. Pseudo-ontinuous spetrum tends to the ritial value |µ| = 1 as τ →∞;
2. Its stability is determined by the sign of the funtion γ(ω);
3. For any nite τ , the parameter ω admits a disrete ountable number of values. As
τ →∞, the spetrum tends to a ontinuous in the sense that the disrete parameter
ω overs densely the whole interval [0, 2pi].
In the ase, if a periodi solution has only pseudo-ontinuous spetrum, its stability for large
enough τ will be uniquely dened by the funtion γ(ω).
Before we give a rigorous proof for the existene of the pseudo-ontinuous spetrum,
let us illustrate it using our numerial example of Dung osillator (2). Figure 6 shows
approximations for the funtion γ(ω) by plotting γj = τ(|µj| − 1) versus ω = arg(µj),
where µj are numerially obtained largest harateristi multipliers. One an see that with
inreasing delay τ , the plot tends to some ontinuous urve, whih determines stability
13
Figure 6: Largest harateristi multipliers for a periodi solution of Dung osillator with delay,
whih are resaled aordingly to the rule γj = τ(|µj |−1) (vertial axis) and ω = arg(µj) (horizontal
axis). With the inreasing of τ , suh resaled spetrum tends the ontinuous urve γ(ω) representing
the pseudo-ontinuous spetrum as desribed by (25). Parameter values are as in Fig. 5.
of the periodi solution (it is unstable here). Below we give a proof for the existene of
pseudo-ontinuous spetrum. Those readers, who are not interesting in details, may skip
the following setion.
Proof of the existene of pseudo-ontinuous spetrum.
Here we use the theory for linear delay dierential equations with periodi oeients
[46℄, whih is analogous to the Floquet theory for ordinary dierential equations. This theory
implies that µ = eλT is the harateristi multiplier of (23) if and only if there is a nonzero
solution of equation (23) of the form
ξ(t) = p(t)eλt, (26)
where p(t) = p(t+ T ) is periodi. Substituting (26) into (23), we obtain
p′(t) = (A(t; l)− λId) p(t) + e−λτB(t; l)p(t− τ). (27)
Sine p(t) is T -periodi, we have p(t − τ) = p(t − l − nT (l)) = p(t − l) and system (27)
redues to
p′(t) = (A(t; l)− λId) p(t) + e−λτB(t; l)p(t− l). (28)
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where the large parameter τ ours only as a parameter in e−λτ . Thus, the orresponding
monodromy operator of (28)
U = U(λ, e−λτ )
depends only on λ and e−λτ smoothly. Sine the linear system (28) possesses the periodi
solution p(t) by onstrution, one of its harateristi multipliers equals to one. This leads
to the following ondition on the monodromy operator
[
U(λ, e−λτ )− Id
]
p = 0,
whih must hold for some periodi funtion p(t). In general ase, this is a o-dimension one
ondition, i.e. it leads to some harateristi equation
F (λ, e−λτ ) = 0 (29)
for determining the harateristi exponents λ. This harateristi equation allows proving
the existene of pseudo-ontinuous spetrum. Indeed, substituting
λ =
γ
τT
+ i
ω
T
(30)
into (29), we obtain up to the leading order
F (i
ω
T
, e−
γ
T e−i
ω
T
τ ) = 0. (31)
New unknown real variables now are ω and γ in Eq. (31) instead of omplex λ in Eq.
(29). Further we will proeed similarly to the ase of the pseudo-ontinuous spetrum for
stationary states [42℄. Let us introdue the new artiial parameter ϕ instead of rapidly
growing phase
ω
T
τ
F (i
ω
T
, e−
γ
T e−iϕ) = 0. (32)
The newly obtained extended equation (32) an be generially solved with respet to γ(ω)
and ϕ(ω), sine the equation is omplex, i.e. it ontains two real equations for two variables
γ and ϕ. The obtained funtion γ(ω) is the resulting asymptoti funtion, whih determines
the pseudo-ontinuous spetrum, see Fig. 6. Coming bak from the extended equation (32)
to the original one (31), we additionally have to take into aount the ondition
ω
T
τ = ϕ(ω) + 2pik, k = 0,±1,±2, . . .
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or, equivalently
ω
T
=
1
τ
ϕ(ω) +
2pik
τ
. (33)
The last equation (33) determines the disrete values of ω = ωk, whih orrespond to the
disrete values of the pseudo-ontinuous spetrum γ(ωk). As τ inreases, the set of ωk overs
densely the whole domain of ω.
As a result, the pseudo-ontinuous spetrum approahes the ontinuous one as τ → ∞.
Note, that the asymptotially ontinuous spetrum γ(ω) is determined by a regular system
of equations (32), whih no longer ontains the large parameter τ . Finally we remark that
harateristi exponents (30) orrespond to harateristi multipliers (25).
D. Strongly unstable spetrum
For ompleteness we show that another type of harateristi multipliers may appear
whih have dierent asymptotis for large τ . These multipliers are not approahing the
threshold value |µ| = 1 as τ →∞, but tending to some unstable value
µ→ µ¯, |µ¯| > 1.
Sine |µ¯| > 1, the orresponding periodi solution is unstable. In the ase, if some periodi
solution has a strongly unstable multiplier, lose-by solutions will diverge on a time interval
muh shorter than the delay τ simply beause the divergene rate is independent on the
delay.
Strongly unstable spetrum may onsist of nite number of multipliers (less than n) and
it ours if and only if the instantaneous part of (23), i.e. the system of ordinary dierential
equations (ODE)
ξ′(t) = A(t; l)ξ(t). (34)
is unstable. The unstable Floquet multipliers of this system will serve as asymptoti values
µ¯ for the strongly unstable harateristi multipliers of the system with delay (23).
An example of strongly unstable spetrum is shown in Fig. 7.
Why does strongly unstable spetrum exist?
The idea of the proof is the following. Assume that there is a harateristi multiplier µ
with |µ(τ)| > 1, whih persists for all τ →∞ and do not sale with τ . Then µ−τ/T → 0 as
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Figure 7: Example of a strongly unstable spetrum for a periodi solution of Dung osillator with
delay. Single multiplier with large modulus is the strongly unstable one. The others are belonging
to the pseudo-ontinuous spetrum. (a) Modulus of largest harateristi multipliers versus branh
numbers (delay is inreasing). (b) Resaled spetrum, i.e. τ (|µ| − 1) versus argument of µ for
largest harateristi multipliers of a periodi solution on the branh 40. Note the sale on the
vertial axis. Parameter values: a = 0.5, b = 0.6, d = 0.06.
τ →∞ and the delayed term in (28)
e−λτB(t; l)p(t− l) = µ−τ/TB(t; l)p(t− l) (35)
beomes exponentially small omparing with the term (A(t; l)− λId) p(t). In fat, hoosing
large enough τ , it an be made arbitrary small. Therefore, the equation (28) an be formally
redued to the ODE
p′(t) = (A(t; l)− λId) p(t). (36)
The ondition for (36) to have a multiplier equal to one redues to the equation
det
[
U0 − eλT Id
]
= 0, (37)
where U0 is the monodromy matrix of the ODE (34). Sine the solutions of (37) are multi-
pliers of (34), strongly unstable multiplier will approah an unstable multiplier µ¯ = eλT of
(34).
IV. ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY OF BRANCHES
Let us disuss the main onsequenes, whih follow from the existene of the pseudo-
ontinuous spetrum. First of all, let us note, that the sequene of periodi solutions
xn(t, τ) = x0(t, l), whih repeat themselves at time delays l + nT (l), has a well dened
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Figure 8: This gure illustrates how branhes of periodi solutions have asymptotially well dened
stability struture. Blak solid lines orrespond to asymptotially stable parts of the branh for
large enough delay (−1.22 < ψ < 1.18), dashed are strongly unstable (1.868 < ψ < 4.415) gray
parts are weakly unstable. Parameter values are α = β = 2.
stability limit as n inreases. This means, that all solutions from this sequene with large
enough n will be stable if the orresponding pseudo-ontinuous spetrum is stable and no
strongly unstable spetrum is present. Otherwise, the orresponding solutions will be un-
stable. In other words, in the limit of large delay, the branhes of periodi solutions have
well dened stability struture, i.e. there will be some stable part as well as unstable part.
The unstable part an be again splitted into strongly unstable (if there are strongly un-
stable multipliers) or weakly unstable (when only pseudo-ontinuous spetrum is unstable).
The orresponding parts an be desribed by the parameter l on the branhes. Figure 8
illustrates this using the Stuart Landau model with α = 2 and β = 2, see aption to the
gure.
Taking into aount that almost all parts of the branhes are eventually strething with
the inreasing of delay, an inreasing oexistene of stable as well as unstable periodi so-
lutions is generally expeted in systems with large delay. The relative fration of stable
solutions depends on a spei system, more exatly, on the asymptoti spetrum distribu-
tion along the branh.
V. COMPUTATION OF THE PSEUDO-CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM
The main equation for nding branhes γ(ω), to whih the pseudo-ontinuous spetrum
tends to, is given by (32). As follows from the previous setion, the equivalent problem an
be formulated as follows:
For any given ω, nd a value of γ = γ(ω) and ϕ(ω) suh that the following linear system
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with delay
p′(t) =
(
A(t; l)− iω
T
Id
)
p(t) + e−
γ
T
−iϕB(t; l)p(t− l) (38)
has a multiplier 1. Here l = τ modT and A and B are determined by linearizing (1) around
the given periodi solution with period T ; see (24). Equivalently, the following extended
system an be onsidered
x′(t) = f(x(t), x(t− τ)),
p′(t) =
(
D1f(x(t), x(t− l))− iω
T
Id
)
p(t) (39)
+e−
γ
T
−iϕD2f(x(t), x(t− l))p(t− l)
with the following additional onditions
p(t) = p(t+ T ),
x(t) = x(t+ T ), (40)
‖p(t)‖ = 1,
where the rst two onditions ensure periodiity and the seond one ensures that p(t) is
nontrivial. This is a typial non-sti ontinuation problem, whih no longer inludes the
large parameter τ . Standard ontinuation algorithms should be used in order to nd the
funtions γ(ω) and ϕ(ω).
The implementation of the ontinuation algorithm will be disussed elsewhere [48℄. In-
stead, we disuss here ases, at whih the above problem an be signiantly simplied.
Case 1: τ modT = 0. This situation appears if system (1) has a periodi solution at
τ = 0. In this ase, the equation (38) is redued to the ODE
p′(t) =
(
A(t; l)− iω
T
Id + e−
γ
T
−iϕB(t; l)
)
p(t) (41)
and the equivalent problem for nding funtions γ(ω) and ϕ(ω) redues to the nite-
dimensional ODE ontinuation problem [49, 50℄.
Case 2: system (1) has an additional phase shift symmetry. Examples of suh systems
are Stuart-Landau osillator (15) or Lang-Kobayashi system [3, 12, 51, 52, 53℄ Spetrum
of some external avity mode for the Lang-Kabayashi system is shown in Fig. 9. Other
examples an be found in [41℄.
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Figure 9: Illustration of pseudo-ontinuous spetrum for external avity modes of the Lang-
Kobayashi system (adapted from [54℄).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
To onlude, we have investigated properties of periodi solutions of systems with delay.
In partiular, we have shown that
• Periodi solutions of systems with delay are organized in innitely many branhes.
• The branhes of periodi solutions an be obtained as the mapping (4-5) of a primary
branh on an appropriate interval of τ . From pratial points of view, it is suient
to alulate only the primary branh.
• The branhes are eventually beoming wider with the inreasing of τ , i.e. they oupy
larger τ interval. As a result, the multistability of periodi solutions grows as delay
inreases.
• This growth of the multistability is linear (10) and the orresponding estimation is
given in (11) and (12).
• One an eetively study asymptoti stability properties of periodi solutions as τ →
∞.
• As τ beomes larger, the spetrum of harateristi multipliers of periodi solutions is
splitted into two parts: pseudo-ontinuous spetrum and strongly unstable spetrum.
• The main properties and impliations of pseudo-ontinuous spetrum are explained.
In partiular, pseudo-ontinuous spetrum ontrols the destabilization of periodi so-
lutions. It shows also that the destabilization mehanism of periodi solutions should
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be similar to that of spatially extended systems [1, 3℄. Moreover, it implies that the di-
mensionality of unstable manifolds of periodi orbits grows linearly as delay inreases.
• Strongly unstable spetrum is present when the instantaneous part of the linearization
around the periodi solution is unstable. In this ase, the feedbak plays minor role,
see also [23℄.
In our paper we also outlined the algorithm for pratial nding of the pseudo-ontinuous
spetrum, although the numerial implementation of the orresponding path-following algo-
rithm (see (39)(40)) will be disussed elsewhere [48℄.
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